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Abstract: Metal–organic framework materials (MOFs) have
recently been shown in some cases to exhibit strong negative
thermal expansion (NTE) behavior, while framework inter-
penetration has been found to reduce NTE in many materials.
Using powder and single-crystal diffraction methods we
investigate the thermal expansion behavior of interpenetrated
Cu3(btb)2 (MOF-14) and find that it exhibits an anomalously
large NTE effect. Temperature-dependent structural analysis
shows that, contrary to other interpenetrated materials, in
MOF-14 the large positive thermal expansion of weak
interactions that hold the interpenetrating networks together
results in a low-energy contractive distortion of the overall
framework structure, demonstrating a new mechanism for
NTE.

Negative thermal expansion (NTE)—contraction upon
warming and expansion upon cooling—is a property that
has been observed in a relatively small number of materials,
with its occurrence over a broad temperature range being
particularly rare.[1] A number of different mechanisms have
been demonstrated to favor this unusual property, which
principally include various electronic and magnetic transi-
tions,[2] and transverse atomic and molecular vibrations.[3–9]

NTE materials that exploit the latter mechanism include
metal oxides such as ZrW2O8,

[4,10] various zeolites,[5] and
a growing family of metal cyanides.[6–8, 11] In these open-
framework systems, increased transverse “skipping rope
type” motion of the oxide and cyanide linkers between
metal centers upon warming leads to bulk contraction.
Framework connectivity strongly affects the magnitude of

NTE in these systems, with the more weakly bonded, double-
atom-bridged cyanide frameworks generally showing greater
NTE than the more strongly bonded, single-atom-bridged
oxide frameworks, as seen for example in the observation of
pronounced isotropic NTE in single-network Cd(CN)2.

[6] Low
energy transverse vibrations have also been shown to lead to
highly anisotropic behaviors within these materials fami-
lies,[12] an extreme example being the colossal thermal
expansion and contraction seen in Ag3Co(CN)6 correspond-
ing to thermally induced hingeing of the framework associ-
ated with atom–atom repulsion.[12]

Most recently, NTE has been found to occur in certain
metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) due to their combination
of flexible metal coordination polyhedra, elongated molec-
ular linkers and open pore spaces.[13–17] The greater structural
complexity of these materials compared to the oxide and
cyanide framework systems is paralleled by their considerably
more complex structural dynamics, allowing the potential for
new vibrational mechanisms for NTE to be discovered and
developed. In Cu3(btc)2 (btc = 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate),
for example, NTE arises uniquely from the transverse mo-
tion of planar rather than linear linkers and, in addition,
from the local dynamic deformation of Cu2(carboxylate)4

“paddlewheel” nodes within its framework structure.[13, 14]

Similar complexity of behavior, involving both local and
long-range modes, has also been found in MOF-5 and related
phases.[15, 16]

With an interest in further extending the search for novel
NTE framework dynamics in MOFs, our attention has been
drawn to the interpenetrated framework Cu3(btb)2 (MOF-14;
btb = 4,4’,4’’-benzene-1,3,5-triyl-tribenzoate)[18] due to it shar-
ing some structural similarities with Cu3(btc)2 and to the
intriguing observation that as an interpenetrated phase its
volume is reduced from that of the corresponding single-
network phase of the same formula, MOF-143.[19] Here we
show that this material exhibits pronounced NTE over
a broad temperature range—an observation that contrasts
with previous findings that framework occlusion associated
with interpenetration and the presence of guest species
hinders or even completely masks NTE[6, 9] due to the
influence of physical obstructions on the energy and ampli-
tude of transverse NTE vibrations. Moreover, through
analysis of the temperature-dependent structure we delineate
a new mechanism for NTE in which repulsion between the
two interpenetrating networks causes their progressive geo-
metric distortion upon warming.

To investigate the thermal expansion behavior of MOF-
14, evacuated samples were characterized by a combination
of X-ray and neutron powder and X-ray single crystal
diffraction techniques, leading to the determination of con-
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tinuous, monotonic NTE over a broad temperature range
(Figure 1). The temperature-dependent coefficient of thermal
expansion (al = da/adT) was determined using second-order
polynomial fits to each set of powder diffraction data, from
which it was found that al increases in magnitude from �4 to
�13 � 10�6 K�1 over the temperature range 3 to 400 K. This
magnitude of NTE notably extends to more than three times
that of Cu3(btc)2, for which al =�4.1(1) � 10�6 K�1 over the
range 100 to 500 K.[13] In general terms this increase is
unexpected given that previous work shows that, while
framework materials with more flexibility are expected to
show more pronounced NTE,[8] framework interpenetration
tends to dramatically diminish NTE due to the steric
obstruction of transverse vibrational modes.[6]

In considering the reason for the pronounced NTE
observed, it is instructive to firstly compare the structure of
MOF-14 with that of its non-interpenetrated analogue, MOF-
143. The cubic unit cell parameter of solvated MOF-143[18]

(note that the crystallinity of this phase is destroyed upon
guest desorption) is ca. 2 % larger than any of the solvated or
desolvated forms of MOF-14 reported or presented herein.
As chemical connectivity of the individual MOF-14 networks
is identical to that of MOF-143, the smaller cell of MOF-14
arises from a structural distortion resulting from its frame-
work interpenetration. Specifically, whereas MOF-143 closely
fits the ideal pto (platinum-oxide type) net for a framework
consisting of trigonal and square planar linking units,[20] in
MOF-14 the btb moieties distort outwards on either side of
their ideal positions to accommodate each other. This reduces
the distance between the coordinating arms of the btb,
drawing adjacent paddlewheels closer together and causing
the difference in observed unit cell parameters between the
two materials. In light of this observation, there is some
expectation that the steric mechanism responsible for this ca.

6% volume contraction upon interpenetration may increase
in magnitude with increasing temperature.

To elucidate the structural dynamics responsible for the
unusually large NTE effect observed, a detailed analysis of
the temperature-dependent structure was undertaken. The
two interpenetrating networks in MOF-14 are held in place by
multiple attractive edge-to-face C�H···p interactions between
neighboring btb moieties. At all temperatures, the centroids
of the peripheral phenyl rings lie at distances of ca. 3.0 � and
4.1 � from the nearest H atoms. In contrast, the central
phenyl rings have a face-to-face arrangement that has been
shown to give a repulsive p···p interaction.[21] Single crystal
structural analyses show that the distance between the two
central phenyl rings increases markedly with temperature
(Figure 2). Concurrently, the tilt of the peripheral phenyl

rings increases (Figure S4) such that the interaction between
the neighboring rings is closer to the ideal C�H···p config-
uration. The overall effect is to buckle the two moieties
outwards from each other, drawing the connected paddle-
wheel units closer in (Figure 2; effect shown diagrammatically
in Figure 3). Due to the highly porous nature of the material,
there is little steric obstruction of these distortions.

The crystallographic results also demonstrate the distor-
tive NTE mechanism at the unit-cell scale. The MOF-14
structure has one main large pore in the center of each cubic
unit cell. This pore is defined by a cage of eight btb moieties
forming the “panels” of the cage, joined at ten approximately
right angle paddlewheel vertices (Figure 4 left). The btb faces
of this cage are concave (they bulge inward into the pore).

Figure 1. Top: Temperature-dependent fractional unit-cell evolution of
MOF-14 obtained by powder neutron diffraction (hollow diamonds),
synchrotron powder X-ray diffraction (black circles) and synchrotron
single-crystal X-ray diffraction (hollow triangles). Due to absolute value
offsets, all values are normalized to 100 K. Inset: Structural picture of
the cubic interpenetrated structure. Bottom: Temperature-dependent
coefficients of thermal expansion determined from fits to the neutron
(dashed) and X-ray (solid) powder data.

Figure 2. Top: Thermal expansion of the distance between the central
phenyl fragments of the btb ligands. Middle: Thermal contraction of
the distance between adjacent paddlewheel centroids. Center inset: A
fragment of the MOF-14 crystal structure, showing the relative
positions of the btb moieties from two networks. Bottom: Temper-
ature-dependent change of the distance between the plane of the btb
central phenyl ring and the plane of the three connected paddlewheel
centroids.
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The other network present forms another cage of identical
connectivity but orthogonal orientation around that pore;
these btb moieties are convex to the pore, but also form the
concave faces of the cages surrounding the adjacent pores
(Figure 4 right). The change in the distance between carbox-
ylate carbon atoms on the different cages (inset, Figure 5) in
each network shows how the overall framework contraction
results from the structurally induced distortion. The “con-
cave” cage shows a contraction (open circle data, Figure 5),
while the “convex” cage shows no significant expansion (filled
squares). As these two distances sum to give the unit cell
parameter, the net result is an overall framework contraction.
Locally, we can consider each btb unit as undergoing low

energy transverse motion in a highly asymmetric potential
well, bound by neighboring btb on one side and vacant pore
space on the other. This situation is broadly akin to the
Ag···Ag repulsion present in Ag3Co(CN)6,

[12] with resulting
colossal anisotropic NTE and PTE along perpendicular axes,
although here occurs within a cubic framework and therefore
yields isotropic NTE behavior.

To conclude, we delineate a new vibrational mechanism
for NTE in which increased framework distortion associated
with interframework repulsion leads to pronounced isotropic
contraction upon warming. This “distortive” mechanism for
NTE stands in contrast to that present in many other NTE
materials, in which transverse vibrations occur within highly
symmetric environments and so do not yield a strongly
distortive component. This result suggests a new method by
which positive thermal expansion may be counteracted,
exploiting the thermal expansion of weak interactions to
drive contractive low-energy framework distortions.

Experimental Section
Cu3(btb)2 was synthesized according to the procedure of Chen
et al.:[18] H3btb (0.023 g, 0.052 mmol) and Cu(NO3)2·2.5H2O (0.065 g,
0.28 mmol) were allowed to react in a solvent mixture of ethanol
(3 mL), N,N’-dimethylformamide (DMF) (3 mL), and water (2 mL)
in the presence of excess pyridine (0.62 mmol) at 65 8C for 1 day,
giving light blue cubic crystals. All samples for analysis were washed
in ethanol then desolvated overnight under vacuum at room temper-
ature. Deuterated samples for neutron diffraction were prepared
following the above synthesis, with all reagents scaled up 20 times.
The fully deuterated btb ligand was prepared at the ANSTO National
Deuteration Facility.

Single-crystal X-ray diffraction data were collected at the
Australian Synchrotron MX-1 beamline. The beamline provided
silicon double crystal monochromated radiation (l = 0.77487 �) and
was equipped with an ADSC Quantum 210r detector and Cryojet
cooling system. Structural collections were taken using a 3608 Phi
scan. The Blu-Ice interface was used for data collection.[22] The XDS
package was used for data reduction.[23] For structure solution and
refinement the SHELX-97 package was used through the X-Seed
interface.[24] CCDC 960248–960258 contain the supplementary crys-
tallographic data for this paper. These data can be obtained free of
charge from The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre via www.
ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif.

Variable-temperature synchrotron PXRD data were collected at
the Advanced Photon Source 1-BM-C beamline (l = 0.60941 �)
using a mar345 image plate detector, where collections were taken
continually while heating at 120 Kh�1 from 100 K until the sample
decomposed. Data were also collected at the Australian Synchrotron
PD beamline (l = 0.79941 �), using a Mythen microstrip detector.
Stepwise heating was applied, with the temperature held constant for
each collection.[25] PND data were collected on a 0.48 g sample for
12 h on the ECHIDNA beamline at the OPAL Reactor (l =

2.4408 �).
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Figure 3. Diagram showing an exaggeration of the contraction-induc-
ing biconvex distortion of the face-to-face btb ligands.

Figure 4. The arrangement of the interpenetrating nets in each MOF-
14 unit cell.

Figure 5. Temperature-dependent distance between the intra-frame-
work carboxylate carbon atoms.
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